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This paper is a study of the behavioral
and spatial firing
correlates
of neurons in the rat postsubiculum.
Recordings
were made from postsubicular
neurons as rats moved freely
throughout
a cylindrical
chamber, where the major cue for
orientation
was a white card taped to the inside wall. An
automatic video/computer
system monitored
cell discharge
while simultaneously
tracking the position of 2 colored light
emitting diodes (LEDs) secured to the animal’s
head. The
animal’s location was calculated
from the position of one of
the LEDs and head direction
in the horizontal
plane calculated from the relative positions
of the 2 LEDs.
Approximately
26% of the cells were classified
as headdirection cells because they discharged
as a function of the
animal’s head direction in the horizontal
plane, independent
of the animal’s behavior, location, or trunk position. For each
head-direction
cell, vectors drawn in the direction of maximal
firing were parallel throughout
the recording
chamber
and
did not converge toward a single point. Plots of firing rate
versus head direction
showed
that each firing-rate/headdirection function was adequately
described
by a triangular
function. Each cell’s maximum
firing rate occurred
at only
one (the preferred)
head direction;
firing rates at head directions on either side of the preferred
direction decreased
linearly with angular deviation from the preferred direction.
Results from 24 head-direction
cells in 7 animals showed an
equal distribution
of preferred
firing directions
over a 360
angle. The peak firing rate of head-direction
cells varied from
5 to 115 spikeslsec
(mean: 35). The range of head-direction
angles over which discharge
was elevated (directional
firing
range) was usually about 90”, with little, if any, discharge
at
head directions
outside this range. Quantitative
analysis
showed the location of the animal within the cylinder had
minimal effect on directional
cell firing. For each head-direction cell, the preferred
direction,
peak firing rate, and
directional
firing range remained stable for days. These results identify a new cell type that signals the animal’s head
direction in its environment.

Several lines of evidence indicate that the hippocampusis important for the processingof spatial information (O’Keefe and
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idal neuronsin the hippocampusof freely moving rats discharge
in relation to the animal’s location within the environment
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; O’Keefe, 1976; Muller et al.,
1987). These neurons are called place cells becausetheir firing
is primarily location-specific and may be independent of head
direction, running speed,or other descriptions of the animal’s
behavioral state. Location-specific firing hasalsobeen reported
for cellsin the dentate gyrus (Miller and Best, 1980;Roseet al.,
1983). Second, animals with bilateral hippocampal lesionsare
impaired in a variety of spatialproblem-solving tasks,including
the Morris water maze (Morris et al., 1982)and radial arm maze
(Olton et al., 1979). Third, some spatial abilities have been
shown to be compromised in a human patient with bilateral
hippocampal damage(Corkin, 1984). In addition, human patients with Alzheimer’s disease,a diseaseassociatedwith neuronal loss in the hippocampal formation, show marked impairments in tests involving visual-spatial functions (De Leon
et al., 1984).
Retrohippocampal areas,including the subiculum, presubiculum, postsubiculum,parasubiculum,entorhinal, and perirhinal cortices, are known to have direct or indirect connections
with hippocampalregionswherelocation-specificfiring hasbeen
observed (Hjorth-Simonsen and Jeune, 1972; Swanson and
Cowan, 1977; Finch and Babb, 1980; Witter and Groenewegen,
1984; Finch et al., 1986). In contrast to hippocampal neurons,
very little is known about the behavioral and spatial firing correlates of neurons in retrohippocampal areas.Segaland Olds
(1972) reported that many subicular units increasedtheir rate
of dischargewith the onsetof a tone that waspaired with a food
reward. However, the animals in this study were not free to
move around; therefore, the spatial firing correlates could not
be evaluated. Currently, the neural processesinvolved in the
formation of location-specific firing in the hippocampus and
how spatial information is processedremain unclear. Thus, it
would be of interest to identify the behavioral and spatial firing
correlates of neurons in retrohippocampal areas from freely
moving animals.
This paper and its companion (Taube et al., 1990) describe
the behavioral and spatial firing correlates of a classof neurons
in the postsubiculum(Brodmann area 48) that have beencalled
“head-direction cells” (Ranck, 1984). Head-direction cells are
named for the fact that each cell fires rapidly only when the
head of a freely moving rat points in a restricted range of angles
in the horizontal plane. (For brevity, the term “directional cell”
will sometimesbe used as a synonym for head-direction cell.)
The activity of a given cell reachesa maximum about midway
through the range of “yaw” or “azimuth,” at an anglethat will
be called the “preferred direction.” The firing rate is largely
independent of the animal’s ongoing behavior and appearsto
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depend only on the angle between the midline of the head and
a reference direction in the laboratory frame. A key property of
head-direction cell firing is that the preferred direction is constant over the entire area of the recording chamber; thus, vectors
in the direction of maximal firing are everywhere parallel. Headdirection cells therefore sharewith hippocampal place cells the
remarkable property of signaling an aspectof the spatial relationship between the animal and its environment.
The presentpaper is devoted to characterizing the basicproperties of head-direction cells under fixed conditions. Its main
purposesare to illustrate the strength of directional-specific firing, and to quantify relationships
between firing and head direction for individual
cells and for the population.
The companion paper examines changes in directional
cell firing that
accompany manipulations
of the environment.
In addition to
the goal of describing head-direction
cells, the present study was
aimed at comparing
them to place cells. For this reason, the
same recording cylinder and behavioral task used by Muller et
al. (1987) to study place cells were used here. Similarly, most
of the environmental
manipulations
used to determine stimulus
control for directional
cell firing were similar to those used to
investigate stimulus control over place cell firing (Muller and
Kubie, 1987).
Preliminary
reports concerning some of these findings have

been presented(Ranck, 1984; Taube et al., 1987).
Materials and Methods
Most of the methods used in this study were similar to those employed
by Muller et al. (1987) to record from hippocampal place cells. Accordingly, details are given here only for major departures from the
earlier study.
Apparatus and behavioral training. The primary recording apparatus
was a gray cylinder 76 cm in diameter and 51 cm high (Fig. 1). The
cylinder was placed on a sheet of gray photographic backdrop paper
that was changed before each formal recording session. The cylinder
was surrounded by a brown cylindrical curtain (2 16 cm in diameter and
216 cm high) that visually isolated the apparatus from the rest of the
laboratory. Four uniformly spaced 25-watt DC lights, 223 cm above
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Figure I. Block diagram showing the
recording methods and apparatus. The
greatly enlarged rat is shown with 2 lightemitting diodes (LEDs; 1 green, 1 red)
mounted on its headstage. The red and
green outputs of the vertically mounted
color video camera were used to detect
the positions of the LEDs, which were
the brightest objects in their spectral
ranges in the camera view. A clock in
the camera initiated a field scan every
l/,,th sec. At the start of each field, an
S-bit vertical counter and an S-bit horizontal counter were set to zero. The
vertical counter counted the number of
scan lines from the field start. The horizontal counter counted pulses from the
fast clock synchronized to the start of
each horizontal line. When the threshold of the red channel was exceeded,
the current values of the vertical and
horizontal clocks were stored. The green
LED position was detected in a similar
way. The number of spikes fired by the
cell during each &th set was also counted. At the end of each field, the digitized
red and green LED positions and the
spike count were sent to a computer.

the floor, provided illumination. A vertically oriented color video camera (Model KY-1900, JVC) was centered on the cylinder 200 cm above
the floor. A recording cable descended from a commutator next to the
camera. A sheet of white cardboard was taped inside the cylinder wall,
fully occupying 100” of arc, and was the only intentionally introduced
asymmetry in the environment. For all experiments in this paper, this
“cue card” was positioned at 3 o’clock as viewed from the overhead
camera.
The purpose of the behavioral task was to have animals visit all parts
of the apparatus in order to sample cell activity over the entire area.
This was accomplished by training the animals to retrieve 20-mg food
pellets thrown over the curtains into the cylinder. Prior to electrode
implantation, Long Evans female rats (3-4 months) were food-deprived
(9-10 gm/d) and maintained on this diet for the duration of the experiment. During the first week of training, animals were handled once a
day to familiarize them with the experimenter. At the start of the second
week, about fifty 45-mg food pellets were scattered on the cylinder floor
and each animal was placed in the cylinder for 20 min. At first, the
animal was reluctant to move away from the cylinder wall, but after a
few days it readily approached and ate food pellets away from the wall.
On subsequent days, the animal was placed in the cylinder without any
food, and 20-mg food pellets were thrown into the cylinder at a rate of
3-4 pellets/min. After l-2 weeks, the animals were demonstrably efficient at retrieving food pellets, since no pellets were left over after a
training session. Training was continued until each animal spent at least
75% of its time moving around, after which electrodes were implanted.
Electrodes and surgical techniques. The recording electrode array was
a movable bundle of ten 25pm nichrome wires, insulated except at the
tip. The wires were threaded through a stainless steel cannula for insertion into the brain and were connected to a modified Augat connector
that was in turn cemented into an acrylic base; for details on electrode
construction see Kubie (1984). Animals were anesthetized with intraperitoneal pentabarbitol (45 mg/kg) and given an injection of 0.1 ml
atropine sulfate (2.5 mg) to reduce respiratory problems. The animals
were placed in a stereotaxic unit (Kopfj, and electrodes implanted according to Bregma coordinates with the tips positioned just dorsal to
the postsubiculum (7.0 mm posterior, 3.0 mm right lateral from Bregma,
and lowered 1.8 mm beneath the brain surface; Paxinos and Watson,
1986). All surgery was conducted under sterile conditions and animals
were allowed to recover 4-5 d before cell screening commenced.
Screening and recording procedures. For unit screening, a 12-wire
recording cable was attached to the headstage and the rat was placed in
the cylinder. The headstage end of the recording cable contained 10
field effect transistor (FET) source followers, one for each electrode. The
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remaining 2 wires in the cable were used to power the FETs and to
nrovide a ground via the implanted cannula. The low-output impedance
signals from the FETs were sent through a commutator (Josef Biela
Eneineerine) and then amnlified (Model 7P5 11H, Grass Amplifier) and
baidpassedlfiltered
(300 Hz to 30 kHz, 6 dB/octave). The amplified
signals were sent to 3 time/amplitude window discriminators (Model
DIS-1, Bak Electronics) placed in series and the waveforms were displayed on an oscilloscope. Each waveform that passed through the 3
windows generated a TTL (acceptance) pulse that was sent to an audio
amplifier and a spike counter.
As the animal moved around in the cylinder, each of the 10 electrodes
was samplied for single-cell activity. If there were no discriminable cells,
the electrode was advanced 25-50 pm and the animal was returned to
its home cage. Screening was conducted once or twice a day, 4-5 d
week. When a discriminable cell was detected, its waveform and behavioral correlates were noted. If direct observation showed that the
cell discharged as a function of either the animal’s location or head
direction, the animal was returned to its cage and the room prepared
for a recording session.
Recordingsessions
anddata acquisition.During a recording session,
cell firing was recorded while the animal’s head location and orientation
were monitored with a video/computer 2-spot tracker. The construction
of the 2-spot tracker will be reported in a separate paper. Location and
head direction were tracked by detecting a red light-emitting diode
(LED) above the animal’s nose and a green LED, spaced 8 cm back
along the midline of the head (Fig. 1). The X and Y coordinates of each
LED were determined to 1 part in 256 (16-bit resolution); with the lens
used, each rectangular subregion (pixel) of the video frame was 3.6 x
3.6 mm. The LED coordinates were read into the computer (Masscomp
MC5500) at 60 Hz. In addition, the number of spikes fired during each
frame was counted and sent to the computer along with the coordinate
information. Since a standard recording session usually lasted 8 min,
28,800 serial samples were gathered. Data analysis was performed offline at a later time.
Data analysis.Head direction was calculated from the relative positions of the 2 LEDs. The spatial location of the animal was defined
as the position of the red LED. Given the size of an individual pixel
(3.6 mmz) and a spacing of 8 cm between the red and green LEDs, the
maximum resolution of head direction when the animal was in a horizontal plane was calculated to be 3.67”. The angular value for maximum
resolution became larger (i.e., resolution became poorer) the further the
animal tilted its head forward or backward. For instance, if the line
between the 2 LEDs was at a 60” angle to the horizontal plane (e.g.,
when the rat reared), the maximal resolution was reduced to 7.34”.
Depending on the requirements, head-direction analysis was done at
either 6, 18, or 45” resolution. To obtain a minimal resolution of 6” for
head direction, the maximal angle of declination from the horizontal
plane the LEDs could be was 52.3”.
The total time and the number of spikes discharged at each head
direction during an 8-min session were summed from the collected
samples. Head-direction cell firing rate as a function of head direction
was determined by dividing the number of spikes in each angular bin
by the time spent in each angular bin. A sample was excluded from
analysis if either LED was not detected. Since most nondetects resulted
from the recording cable obscuring the LEDs, a special thin recording
cable was constructed that was composed of 0.28-mm-diameter wires
sheathed in a black cloth tube (#5 surgical silk, Deknatel). In addition,
if the calculated distance between the 2 LEDs was ~4.89 cm or >8.0
cm, the sample was discarded. A distance of ~4.89 cm occurred if the
animal reared sufficiently (i.e., >52.3”). An interlight distance >8.0 cm
indicated that one or both LEDs were detected erroneously since the
calculated distance should not have exceeded the 8.0-cm separation
between the 2 LEDs. Such errors were nearly nonexistent.
Histology.The electrodes were usually advanced a total of about 2.5
mm, whereupon the screening for cells was terminated. A small electrolytic lesion (Prussian blue reaction) was made on one of the wires by
passing lo-20 PA for 10 set (electrode positive). The animal was deeply
anesthetized, its chest cavity opened, and a cannula inserted into the
left ventrical following a 0. l-ml iniection of heparin into the heart to
prevent clotting. The animal was then perfused; first with 0.9% saline
followed by a 10% formalin in saline solution. The brain was removed,
soaked in 10% formalin in saline for a minimum of 3 d, and placed in
a solution of 2% potassium ferrocyanide made from 10% formalin in
saline for 24 hr. The brain was soaked in 10% formalin in saline for 3
more days and placed in a 30% sucrose solution until the brain sank

(about 48 hr). The brain was then frozen, cut into 40-pm sections, stained
for cresyl violet, and mounted onto slides.

Results
Cell sample
A total of 239 cells were recorded from 16 animals. In all cases
histological results confirmed that all recordings were from neurons in the postsubiculum.
Isolated units were classified into 1
of 3 categories: (1) head-direction
cells, (2) theta cells, and (3)
other cells. The distinctive firing characteristics
and behavioral
firing correlates of head-direction
cells and theta cells were easily
recognized during cell screening.
Head-direction cells. Sixty-one units (25.5%) were classified
as head-direction
cells, because each cell discharged rapidly only
when the animal’s head pointed in a particular direction relative
to the laboratory frame. Head-direction
cells usually had triphasic (positive-negative-positive)
or biphasic (negative-positive) waveforms.
The duration of the negative phase ranged
from 0.2 to 0.4 msec, with bandpass filtering between 300 Hz
and 30 kHz. The complex spikes characteristic
of most hippocampal pyramidal
cells (Ranck, 1973) were never seen for
head-direction
cells, or for any other cell type recorded from
the postsubiculum.
Of the 6 1 head-direction
cells recorded, the
last 25 well-discriminated
cells, obtained from 7 animals, were
studied with the automatic tracking system. One cell was excluded from this subsample because its firing properties changed
during 2 recording sessions. The properties of this cell will be
described in detail in the next paper (Taube et al., 1990). The
remaining 24 cells form the basis of the quantitative description
of directional
cell properties.
Theta cells. Thirty-six
cells (15.1%) were classified as theta
cells (Ranck, 1973). The temporal discharge pattern of postsubicular theta cells was similar to that of hippocampal
theta
cells. The overall firing rate approximately
doubled when the
hippocampal
EEG showed the theta rhythm, compared to other
EEG states. During walking or running, postsubicular
theta cells
fired bursts of 5-8 spikes, with each burst phase-locked to the
local 5- to ~-HZ theta rhythm. The negative-going
phase of the
spike of postsubicular
theta cells ranged from 0.2 to 0.4 msec.
Although hippocampal
theta cells are thought to be interneurons
(Fox and Ranck, 198 l), no evidence addressed the anatomical
identity of postsubicular
theta cells.
During monitoring
of theta cell discharge, visual inspection
of the animal moving around the apparatus indicated there was
no correlation between theta cell firing and either head direction
or the animal’s location. The only distinct modulations
of firing
rate were associated with shifts from theta-related
to non-thetarelated behaviors (Vanderwolf,
1969). The automatic tracking
system was used to record 2 postsubicular
theta cells. Firing
rate was independent
of head direction for both cells; variations
around the mean rates (56.1 and 45.3 spikes/set) were less than
8% in both cases. The apparent absence of directional
or place
correlates is in contrast to the finding that hippocampal
theta
cells show a place correlate (Kubie et al., 1990).
Other cells. The remaining
142 units (59.4%) could not be
classified as either head-direction
or theta cells. This group of
cells had a wide range of spontaneous firing rates. However,
cells that had high spontaneous firing rates appeared to increase
their firing during locomotion,
but no other behavioral correlate
was discernible. The cells with lower spontaneous firing rates
had no spatial or behavioral
correlates, except in a few cases.
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Coronal Section

Figure 2. A, Schematic coronal section through the rat brain at the level
of the postsubiculum. The dashed line
indicates the area of the section from
which the photo in B was taken. DC,
Dentategyrus; CAI, CA1 subfield of
hippocampus; Postsub,
postsubiculum;
Retspl,retrosplenial cortex; Subic, subiculum. B,Electrode track through the
postsubiculum. Arrowsdenote the medial and lateral boundaries of the postsubiculum. Marker shows the electrode
track. Calibration bar in lower left, 1.O
mm.

These included: (1) 1 cell whose firing was weakly but reliably
modulated by head direction; (2) 2 cells whose firing was weakly
modulated by the animal’s location in the environment; (3) 1
cell whose firing was weakly and about equally modulated by
head direction and location. Thus, except for these 3 cells whose
firing was weakly correlated with location, no place cells were
observed in our recordings.
Histologicaljndings
Electrode tracks passed through the postsubiculum in all animals in which head-direction cells were encountered. An example of the position of a typical track is shown in Figure 2B;
Figure 2A locates the postsubiculum in the rat’s brain.
In 4/ 16 animals, it was possible to get an accurate estimate
of the depth at which head-direction cells were recorded. In
these cases, one of the electrodes was used to make a small
electrolytic lesion after the electrode array had been advanced
2.0-2.7 mm. The animal was killed and its brain removed,
sectioned, and stained with cresyl violet. Electrode tracks were

identified and the distance between the electrolytic lesion and
lamina dissecans(the border between layers III and IV) was
measured. The depth at which head-direction cells were recorded was then calculated from the number of turns of the
drive screwsuntil the lesion was made. In these 4 animals, 32
of 35 head-direction cells were located in the deep cell layers
(IV, V, and VI) of the postsubiculum; our methods are not
precise enough to distinguish among the deep layers. The remaining 3 directional cells were calculated to be 90, 140, and
220 pm superficial to lamina dissecans.In general, theta cells
were also found in the deep layers. For 3 animals, theta cells
were observed at levels deeper than head-direction cells; in 1
animal a theta cell wasobservedmore superficially than the last
recorded head-direction cell.
Qualitative description of the properties of head-direction cells
The firing rate of head-direction cells was a strong function of
the head orientation in the environment. The firing rate increasedfrom a very low background rate (usually < 1 spike/set)
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Figure 3. Firing rateasa functionof headdirectionfor 3 representative
cellsfrom 3 differentanimals.Eachplot is basedon 8 min of recording,
andheaddirectionwasanalyzedwith a 6” bin width. Notethat thepreferreddirectionandpeakfiring ratearedifferentfor eachcell.A, Low-peak
firing rate cell.B, Medium-peakfiring ratecell. C, High-peakfiring ratecell.

to a maximum rate each time the head turned either clockwise
or counterclockwise to point in the preferred direction. The
preferred direction for a given cell was similar over the entire
area of the apparatus, so that vectors in the preferred direction
were everywhere parallel and did not converge toward a single
point. The firing of directional cells depended only on head
direction in the horizontal plane (yaw or azimuth). When the
animal washeld by the experimenter, neither headpitch (pointing the noseup or down) nor roll (rotation around the anterior/
posterior axis) affected firing for rotations up to 90” away from
the horizontal. Only head direction appearedto be important;
the position of the animal’strunk wasnot a firing determinant.
In particular, maximal firing was observed with neck movements that turned the head to the preferred direction, or asthe
head orientation passedthrough the preferred direction when
the animal moved in a curved path. Examination of the preferred directions from all directional cellsrecorded revealed no
trend for preferred directions to cluster around a particular head
direction.
The firing of head-direction cells was independent of the animal’s ongoing behavior by direct observation. The firing of a
head-direction cell wasmaximal at the preferred direction and
was unaffected by whether the animal was eating, grooming,
rearing, walking, running, or motionless; no observations were
made during sleep. In addition, when the animal was carried
around by hand in the cylinder or within the curtained area,
the preferred firing direction was the sameas when the animal
moved unrestrained in the cylinder.
Although head-direction cells dischargedrapidly only when
the head was near the preferred direction, variations in the
characteristicsof the spiketrain were sometimesobserved. The
firing rate of most cellsappearedto changesmoothly asthe head
direction changed.At a constant head direction, the firing rate
of theseunits appearedconstant. In addition, the maximal firing
rate was similar eachtime the preferred direction wasattained.
No adaptation of firing rate wasnoted when the head remained
fixed at the preferred direction. In contrast to the regular and
consistent firing pattern of most cells, a few directional cells
were observed that dischargeda burst of spikes(5-20) as the
headdirection passedthrough the preferred direction, while on
other occasionsthey dischargedonly 1 or 2 spikes.Visual observations showedthat this firing variation was not due to the
amount of time the head pointed in the preferred direction
(adaptation). Two of thesecells are included in the subsample

studiedwith the automatic tracking system.In addition, 2 other
head-direction cells had unusual discharge characteristics, in
that they dischargedat higher firing rates as the head turned
either clockwise or counterclockwise toward the preferred direction.
Quantitative analysisof head-direction cells
The directional firing specificity of head-direction cellsis illustrated in Figure 3, which showsfiring rate asa function of head
direction for 3 typical units, recorded from 3 different animals.
Eachunit hasa singleheaddirection where the firing rate reaches
a maximum, although the magnitude of the peak firing rate is
different for eachunit. In addition, the firing rate of eachcell is
near zero unlessthe animal’s head points in an -90” range,
within which the firing rate risesto a sharp maximum. The 3
examplesin Figure 3 werechosento illustrate the fact that firingrate/head-direction functions of individual units vary mainly
with regard to preferred direction and peak firing rate.
The decline of firing rate away from the peak appearedlinear
with either clockwise or counterclockwisehead rotations away
from the preferred direction. For this reason,we choseto treat
firing-rate/head-direction functions astriangles.Another reason
for using a triangular model is that the two known sourcesof
error would be expectedto produce the acceleratedwidening of
the rate-direction functions near the zero-rate baseline(“tails”)
and the rounding near the peak (most evident in Fig. 3C, also
seeFigs. 1 and 4 in Taube et al., 1990).The first error is caused
by the needto categorize directional firing into angular bins of
finite width. Due to averagingwithin the bin in which the apex
of the triangle falls, the observed peak rate must be lower than
the apex of the triangle. Similarly, after averaging in the bins
where the triangle reachesthe baseline,the observedfiring rate
will be higher than the height of the triangle at the midpoint of
the bin. In contrast, points that lie along the sidesof the triangle
will be unaffected by averaging within bins becausethe value
of the midpoint of the bin should be the sameas the averaged
value of the bin. Another sourceof error which may have caused
the triangular rate-direction function to have tails and a reduced
peak are the small side-to-sideoscillations of the greenLED as
the animal moved around in the cylinder. Oscillations of the
greenLED would decreasethe action potential count associated
with the preferred direction and increasethe action potential
count associatedwith the extremesof the firing range(i.e., tails).
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Figure 4. Summary of the triangular model of head-direction cell firing. The solid curve shows firing rate as a function of head direction for
a typical head-direction cell. The 2 dashed lines, along with the base,
form the triangle that was considered to best fit the raw data. The angle
below the apex of the triangle is taken to be the preferred direction
(118.5”). The peak firing rate is taken as the height of the triangle (80.2
spikeslsec). The directional firing range extends from the X intercept of
the left leg.of the triangle (63.5”) to the X intercept of the right leg of
the triangle (164.6”) and is 10 1.1”.The left legofthe triangle was obtained
from a least-squares fit of the 9 data points between and including points
A and B. The right leg of the triangle was obtained from a least-squares
fit of the 7 data points between and including points C and D. The
magnitude of the background firing rate (6.26 AP/sec) is indicated by
the horizontal dotted line..The background firing rate was taken as the
mean firing rate for all data points more than 18” counterclockwise from
the X intercept of the left leg of the triangle and more than 18” clockwise
from the X intercept of the right leg of the triangle (in this case, 39
points). The asymmetry of the triangle was defined as the absolute value
of the left leg slope divided by the right leg slope.

Details of the triangular model are shown in Figure 4. On
each side of the peak firing rate, 2 points were selected by eye
to be the endpoints of a range over which to make a linear leastsquares fit. In Figure 4, points between and including A and B
determine the left leg of the triangle, and points between and
including C and D determine the right leg. This model was used
on all cells, including those whose firing-rate/head-direction plots
had 2 peaks within the elevated range of firing (e.g., Figs. 3A
and 13). Parameters of interest that can be derived from the
model include: (1) the background (direction-independent)
firing rate, defined as the mean firing rate in the head direction
range between 3 bins (1 So) counterclockwise to the X intercept
of the left leg and 3 bins clockwise to the X intercept of the right
leg (about 40 bins); (2) the peak firing rate, defined as the Y
coordinate of the apex of the triangle; (3) the preferred direction,
defined as the X coordinate of the apex of the triangle; (4) the
width of the angular range of elevated firing, defined as the
positive difference (in degrees) between the X intercepts of the
right and left legs of the triangle (this value will be referred to
as the directional firing range); and (5) the asymmetry of the
firing-rate/head-direction
function, defined as the absolute value
of the ratio slope of the left leg to slope of the right leg.
The estimates of peak firing rate and width of the directional
firing range could be improved, in principle, by taking the direction-independent (background noise) firing rate into account.
This correction would have little effect, however, owing to the
strength of the directional signal; the lowest peak to background
firing rate ratio was 10.18, suggesting that the largest correction

Signal to Noise Ratio
Figure 5. Histogram of the signal-to-noise ratio of head-direction cell
firing. The signal is defined to be the observed peak firing rate. Note
that the X axis is plotted on a logarithmic scale.
would be about 10%. The highest signal-to-noise ratio was
7299.7, and the geometric mean was 83.1. Figure 5 shows the
distribution of peak-to-background
firing rate ratios (signal-tonoise) on a logarithmic scale.
Numerical characterization of head-direction cell properties
Backgroundjiring rates. In general, background activity was low
for most units; 17/24 units had a mean background firing rate
of < 1.0 spike/set. The mean background firing rate was 0.91
spike/set (range: 0.003-6.26 spikes/set). It was our impression
that background (azimuth-independent) firing was attributable
to 2 independent noise sources, and we suggest that the true
background firing of directional cells is close to zero. First, mechanical recording artifacts generated when the red LED hit the
cylinder wall were sometimes accepted as action potentials. Second, the amount of azimuth-independent activity seemed to be
inversely correlated with the degree to which the waveform of
the target cell was isolated, very well-isolated head-direction
cells showed little background activity, whereas low-amplitude
units appeared to have more direction-independent
activity.
Over all cells, the background rate was only weakly correlated
with the peak firing rate (r = 0.19).
Peak jiring rates. The observed mean peak firing rate was
35.68 spikes/set (range: 5.94-l 15.3 spikeslsec). Figure 6Ashows
the distribution of observed peak firing rates. High peak firing
rate (> 50 spikes/set) and low peak firing rate (< 20 spikes/set)
directional cells were observed within the same animal, and no
trend was noted for high- or low-rate cells to occur preferentially
in individual animals. Although the need to use tight discriminator settings for low-amplitude waveforms tended to reduce
the apparent peak firing rate, low peak firing rates were also
observed for well-isolated units. Thus, the wide range of peak
firing rates appears to be a real property of the head-direction
cell population.
Figure 6B shows the distribution of peak firing rates derived
from the triangular model. The mean peak firing rate using the
triangular model was 39.62 spikes/set (range: 6.97-130.3 spikes/
set) and was found to be consistently higher than the observed
peak rate (paired t = 4.55; df = 23; p < 0.001) as expected
from the bin-width errors and the small vibrations of the green
LED described above. The magnitude of the discrepancy (4
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Figure

spikes/set) is not unreasonable, when taking into account the
major source of error.
The error in spikes/set due to the bin width (Ebin) is given by:
E,,, = (3/8)SW
where S is the mean of the absolute values of the triangle slopes
(spikes.secm’ .deg-I) and W is the width of the angular bin (deg).
The mean error due to the bin width of 6” was 1.97 spikes/set.
If the bin error for each cell is added to the mean observed peak
firing rate, the corrected mean peak firing rate is 37.5 spikes/
sec. The residual error of 2.0 spikes/set may have been caused
in part by green LED vibration.
Distribution of preferred firing directions. The histogram of
preferred firing directions revealed no trend for preferred directions to cluster around a particular head direction (Fig. 7).
The low value of the Rayleigh vector [r = 0.045; n = 24; p(r >
0.045) = 0.901 demonstrates that preferred directions were evenly
distributed around the circle. The triangular model rather consistently chose preferred directions that were rotated by small
amounts counterclockwise to the observed preferred direction,
taken as the head direction of the observed peak firing rate. A
paired t-test revealed that the mean discrepancy was significantly greater than zero (mean = 1.85”; t = 2.38; df = 23; p <
0.05). We cannot account for this observation and would not
be surprised if it was not reproduced in a second cell sample.
Different head-direction cells from the same animal had different preferred firing directions, but no systematic shift in the
preferred direction was observed as the electrode bundle was
advanced obliquely through the deep cell layers ofthe postsubiculum. In 2 cases, 2 head-direction cells were recorded simul-

taneously on the sameelectrode, but had discriminable waveforms. The differencesin preferred firing directions betweenthe
2 cells from each pair were 96” and 150”, suggestingno trend
for neighboring cells to have similar preferred firing directions.
Directionaljiring range. One feature of the triangular model
for firing-rate/head-direction functions is that the baseof the
triangle is a direct estimateof the angularrangeof elevated firing
around the preferreddirection. The meandirectional firing range
was83.4” (range:57.0-l 18.0”);the distribution ofthe directional
firing rangefrom the 24 head-direction cellsis shown in Figure
8. The firing rangesof the 3 cellsdepicted in Figure 3 were 63.4,
115.9, and 67.5”. Figure 9 is a scattergramof directional firing
range versus peak firing rate. The correlation (r) between these
variables was +0.5 16, indicating a weak trend for higher-firingrate cells to have wider directional firing ranges. The small
amount of variance of directional firing range accountedfor by
peak firing rate (rZ = 0.266) implies that both values are important for characterizing the firing-rate/head-direction function
for an individual cell. It is interesting to note that the angular
rangeof elevated firing decreasedsmoothly into the background
firing rate; no evidencewasobservedfor an inhibitory surround.
Asymmetry of firing-rate/head-direction functions. The geometric mean of the asymmetry for the 24 head-direction cells
was 1.02 (range: 0.67-1.67). The asymmetriesof the 3 headdirection cellsillustrated in Figure 3 were 1.11, 1.25, and 0.8 1.
A t-test of the ratios did not reject the hypothesisthat the mean
asymmetry was 1.0 (t = 0.587; df = 23; p > 0.5) suggesting
that head-direction cells do not have an asymmetry in either
direction. The rather wide rangeof asymmetry values, however,
suggeststhat some cells may signal the direction of deviations
away from the preferred direction, as well as the magnitude of
the deviation.
The preferred direction as a function of the animal’s location
By direct observation, it appearedthat the preferred direction
of a singlehead-direction cell wasthe sameat every location in
the cylinder. This observation was tested by dividing the cylinder into 12 equal area sections(3 annuli by 4 quadrants; see
Fig. 1OA) and computing a firing-rate/head-direction function
for each section. The average sampling time associatedwith
each section was Y&h of the total sessionduration. Therefore,
head directions were sorted into 18” bins instead of 6” bins to
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Figure8. Histogram of the directional firing range of head-direction
cells. Most cells clustered around a firing range of 90”.

reduce the possibility of finding location-head direction combinations that were never achieved by the animal during the
session.Figure 10, B-D, shows superimposedsectional firingrate/head-direction plots for the 3 cells depicted in Figure 3.
For thesecellsand the 2 I others, sectionalpreferred directions
appearedto vary only slightly from the overall preferred direction.
Peakfiring rate as a function of the animal’s location
The superimposedfiring-rate/head-direction plots in Figure 10,
Band C, showedsomevariations in peakfiring rate from section
to section. Therefore, a more detailed analysis of peak firing
rate variations in the apparatuswasmadeby constructing headdirection-specific, color-coded mapsof firing rate as a function
of location (seeMuller et al., 1987, for details of map construction). According to this method, the area of the cylinder was
subdivided into approximately 400 squareregions (pixels), 1.4
cm on a side. Systematic shifts in peak firing rate acrossthe
floor areaof the cylinder were searchedfor by examining 8 maps,
whereeach map representedthe spatialfiring pattern for a headdirection rangeof 45”. Three setsof direction-specific firing rate
maps are shown in Figure 11. Figure 11A is a map for a cell
that showedlittle, if any, location-rate variation. Figure 11B is
a representative map for a cell that wasjudged typical of the 13
cells in which enoughdata (four 8-min sessions)
were collected
to perform the analysis. Figure 11C showsa map from the only
cell that was considered to have a detectable location-specific
effect.
Several featuresof directional cell firing in the context of the
recording apparatusare visible in the mapsof Figure 11. There
is an “excluded” region in the cylinder that is not sampledfor
each head direction. This excluded region appearsas a white
crescentthat separatesthe cylinder boundary (black line) from
the visited region (colors). It lies symmetrically around the diametric vector that points in the selecteddirection for the map
and is at the cylinder wall 180” away from the tip of the vector.
Note that the excluded region rotates around the circle along
with the head direction. The excluded region is a strictly mechanical effect that would be observedat any boundary that the
animal doesnot cross.In the presentcase,in order for the head
to point toward the cylinder center at the wall, the rat’s body
would have to stick through the wall.
The defining feature of directional cell firing is also visible in
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Figure 9. Scattergram of the relationship

between directional firing
range and peak firing rate for 24 directional cells. The solidlineshows
the least-squares best-fit of the data (r = +0.5 16).

the mapsof Figure 11. In the color code, yellow representszero
firing rate, whereasdarker colors represent greater-than-zero
rates. The high specificity of directional cell firing is readily
apparent from the fact that direction-specific mapsaway from
the preferred direction are almost entirely yellow. Furthermore,
the directional specificity is high enough that the approximate
angleof the preferred orientation would be evident in 2-valued
rate maps, where only zero and greater-than-zero firing rates
would be distinguished.
Finally, the issueof location-specific variations in firing rate
while the animal’s headpointed in the preferred direction must
also be addressed.In the maps of Figure 11, increasing firing
ratesare representedin the color order orange,red, green,blue,
purple. The breakpoints betweenthe color-coded firing rate categorieswere selectedto print approximately equal numbers of
above-zero rate pixels for each color. In Figure 1lA, which is
for a high-peak-firing-rate directional cell, the preferred direction was in the 45” bin centered on 45” (Fig. 1lA2). The purple
and blue colors over the entire accessiblearea indicate that the
firing rate did not vary asa function of location. Nearly uniform
firing is observed for the angular bins on either side of 45”. The
overall higher firing rate of the 0” bin (Fig. 11AI) compared to
the 90” bin (Fig. 1lA3) is consistent with the finding that the
preferred direction wasat 30” and was therefore closerto the 0”
bin. There is a suggestionof location-specific firing-rate variation in the map for the 0” firing-rate bin, where there is a region
of relatively high firing near 12 o’clock and a region of relatively
low firing near 7 o’clock. We cannot explain this effect, but
consider it secondorder and probably due to an imperfection
in our methods.
Direction-specific rate maps for a medium-peak-firing-rate
directional cell are shown in Figure 11B. For this cell, the background firing rate is extremely low. The firing rate in the 0” bin
(Fig. 11BI) is quite homogeneous.The origin of the elliptical
low-firing-rate region at 4 o’clock in the 45” map (Fig. 11B2) is
unclear, but may be due to local undersampling.The mediumpeak-firing-rate directional cell whose activity is summarized
in Figure 11C wasjudged to fire at a higher rate when the animal
was near the cylinder wall from about 7 to 11 o’clock (map #4).
Nevertheless,the direction-specific firing-rate maps show that
head direction is the primary determinant of cell firing even in
the casewhere a small location-specific effect is observed.
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Figure IO. Firing rate as a function of
location for 3 head-direction cells. A,
The cylinder was divided into 12 equal
area sections (3 annuli by 4 quadrants).
The firing-rate/head-direction
functions for the 12 sections are shown
superimposed on each other for the 3
head-direction cells depicted in Figure
3. B, Low-peak-firing-rate
cell. C, Medium-peak-firing-rate
cell. D, Highpeak-firing-rate cell. In order to avoid
undersampling, head directions were
analyzed according to 18” bin widths,
instead of 6” bin widths used in Figure
3. The results show that for each headdirection cell the rate-direction functions were similar for the 12 sections.
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In summary, the animal’s location within the cylinder weakly
modulates head-direction cell activity. A more detailed treatment of this issueis warranted, however, becausethe directionspecific rate maps show that there are complex interactions
between head direction and head location. Nevertheless,postsubicular head-direction cellsshow little of the location-specific
firing that is characteristic of hippocampal place cells.
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each time the head direction passedthrough the preferred direction. The histogramsare representative of all except 2 cells.
The remaining 2 cells showeda strong tendency to fire at high
ratesduring someperiodsat the preferred direction and to have
very little firing during other periods. A histogram for one of
thesecells is shown in Figure 12C.
Further analysisof firing at the preferred direction indicated
a trend for higher firing when the animal moved rapidly. The
rat’s velocity was calculated from the position of the red LED
at the beginning and end of the selectedsequenceof constant
head direction. The correlation betweenfiring rate and velocity
was then calculated for eachanimal. The mean correlation was
0.18 (range: -0.56 to +0.99); a t-test found that this mean
value was unlikely to arise from a population with an expected
value of 0.0 (t = 1.93; df= 23; p c 0.05).
Long-term stability of head-direction celljring
With the white card in the standardposition, the preferred firing
direction, peak firing rate, and directional firing range of indi-

firing rate maps for 3 head-direction

cells. The maps set at the vertices of an octagon represent the

spatialfiring patternthat wasobservedwhile the animal’sheadpointedin the 45” rangecenteredon the arrowspointingtowardeachmap.The
map for 0” (referredto as map #1 in the text) is centeredat the 3 o’clockposition,with increasingdegrees(and map numbers)proceeding
counterclockwise around the octagon. The map in the middle is a composite firing rate map (i.e., direction-independent)
that shows the overall
average spatial firing pattern. The regions of low firing in the composite maps are the result of the animal’s inability to put its head into that region
while the head points in the preferred direction. Median firing rates for color-coded rate categories are given in the order orange, red, green, blue,
purple. White pixels indicate areas that were not sampled for 4 combined I-min recording sessions. The firing rate for yellow-coded pixels was
zero. All firing rates are in spikes/set. A, Direction-specific maps: 1.9, 15.0, 51.4, 85.0, 111.0. Composite map: 3.5, 10.0, 16.9, 25.7, 42.0. B,
Direction-specific maps: 2.7, 10.0, 17.6, 25.7, 40.0. Composite map: 0.88, 2.1, 4.1, 6.4, 11.9. C, Direction-specific maps: 3.3, 9.2, 17.1, 27.7, 45.0.
Composite map: 0.65, 2.1, 3.9, 6.2, 12.9. The firing rate maps shown in C were from the only directional cell that showed a moderate locationspecific effect.
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Figure 12. Histograms of the firing rates of 3 head-direction cells during l/th-set episodes during which the head continuously pointed in the
preferred direction. A and B, Histograms for 2-directional cells that
consistently fired whenever the head was pointed in the preferred direction. C, Histogram for a directional cell that fired irregularly at the
preferred direction; this cell fired at high rates (> 18 spikes/set) for some
periods, but discharged at very low rates (O-6 spikes/set) during other
periods.

vidual directional cells remained stable, even when recording
sessions
were separatedby days. Stable dischargecharacteristics
in standard sessionswere observed even when the cell was recorded under varying conditions between the 2 standard sessions(seeTaube et al., 1990). At least 2 standard sessions
were
run on 20 cells. One cell, whosecharacteristicswere unusualin
other ways, did not show reproducibility for preferred direction
and was excluded from further analysis. Properties of this cell
are describedin Taube et al. (1990). For the remaining 19 cells,
the mean difference in preferred direction for standard session
pairs was 2.5” (range: - 18 to +6”). A t-test did not reject the
hypothesis that the mean difference was 0” (t = 1.57; df = 18;
p > 0.05).
Six head-direction cells were recorded and tested for more
than 1 d. In all cases,there wasno changein firing characteristics,
including the preferred direction, between different days. One
unit washeld for 23 d, during which time its firing wasrecorded
11 times. The directional firing characteristicsof this cell were

Discussion
We have demonstrated that a classof neurons located in the
deepcell layers ofthe postsubiculumexhibited precisedirectionspecific firing. Each head-direction cell fired at a maximal rate
when the midline of the rat’s head was pointed in a particular
direction in the horizontal plane, independent of pitch or roll,
body position, and the ongoing behavior while awake. In the
directional cell population, all preferred directionsoccurredwith
equal frequency. The preferred direction of firing wasthe same
over the entire area of the apparatus, so that vectors in the
preferred direction were everywhere parallel. Among different
head-directioncellsthe firing rate observedwhile the headpoints
in the preferred direction varied over a wide range(5-l 20 spikes/
set), whereas the angular range of elevated firing around the
preferred direction was characteristically near 90”. It was remarkable that the firing rate of directional cells appearedto
decreaselinearly with headorientations away from the preferred
direction. This property allowed us to characterize the firingrate/head-direction function with a triangular function. This
finding must be reproducedby computational modelsaimed at
predicting the properties of directional cells.
In this section, we first summarize what is known about the
anatomy of the postsubiculum.We then considerthe functional
properties of directional cells. Finally, we discussthe sensory
basisof directional cell firing in transition to the subject of the
next paper.
Anatomy of postsubiculum
The postsubiculum(area48) hasbeendescribedin rats, rabbits,
and cats (Brodmann, 1909; Rose and Woolsey, 1948). For the
purposesof this paper and the companion paper (Taube et al.,

The Journal

1990) the postsubiculum is defined as the cortical region in the
dorsal half of the hippocampal formation that is lateral to retrosplenial cortex, medial to the subiculum, and dorsal to the presubiculum. This was the region from which all head-direction
cells were recorded. Like all 6 layered cortex in the hippocampal formation, the postsubiculum has a distinctly cell-free
lamina dissecans between layers III and IV. Almost all of the
head-direction cells were found in layers deep to lamina dissecans (layers IV-VI). Both the postsubiculum and presubiculum have densely packed cells in layer II. Although the presubiculum has larger, rounder neurons in layers II and III than the
postsubiculum (Vogt and Miller, 1983), this distinction is not
striking. For this reason and because the reported connections
of the post- and presubiculum are similar, some investigators
do not recognize the postsubiculum as a distinct structure
(Blackstad, 1956; Sorensen and Shipley, 1979), but rather consider it the dorsal part of the presubiculum. In this regard, it is
of great interest whether head-direction cells will be found in
presubicular areas that are ventral to the postsubiculum. If they
are not, the case for a separate identity for the postsubiculum
will be strengthened.
The connections of the postsubiculum to other brain areas
are not well characterized. Previous anatomical studies concerning the postsubiculum have only been small parts of larger
studies focusing on the connectivity of other regions. The exceptions are the preliminary studies of van Groen and Wyss
(1988) and Wyss et al. (1988). For this reason, the summary of
postsubicular connectivity that follows must be viewed as tentative and will likely be modified upon the appearance of definitive studies. In the summary, all findings are from rats, except
for those stated to have come from rabbits.
The major afferent inputs to the postsubiculum are from subiculum (Sorensen and Shipley, 1979) and anterior thalamic
nuclei (Niimi, 1978). van Groen and Wyss (1988) reported projections from all parts of the anterior thalamic nuclei to the
superficial layers of postsubiculum. In addition, retrosplenial
cortex sends fibers to layers I and III of the postsubiculum in
the rat (Vogt and Miller, 1983), but to layers I and V of the
postsubiculum in the rabbit (Vogt et al., 1986). Visual areas 17
and 18 have an input into postsubicular layers I and III (Vogt
and Miller, 1983). Finally, the postsubiculum also receives a
projection from anterior cingulate cortex (Vogt and Miller, 1983).
Major efferent projections from the postsubiculum are to layers I and III of entorhinal cortex (Swanson and Cowan, 1977)
and to the anterior dorsal and anterior ventral thalamic nuclei
(Swanson and Cowan, 1977; Wyss et al., 1988). The entorhinal
projections from the postsubiculum originate from the superficial layers (I-III), while the deeper layers (IV-VI) project to
the anterior thalamus (Donovan and Wyss, 1983). Intermediate
cell layers of the postsubiculum are reported to project to the
mammillary bodies (Donovan and Wyss, 1983). The postsubiculum also projects to lateral dorsal and lateral posterior thalamic
nuclei (Swanson and Cowan, 1977; Wyss et al., 1988), layer I
of parasubiculum (Swanson and Cowan, 1977), areas 17 and 18
(Vogt and Miller, 1983), and layer I of both cingulate and retrosplenial cortex (Swanson and Cowan, 1977; Vogt and Miller,
1983; rabbit-Vogt
et al., 1986). The projection to the retrosplenial cortex originates from layer V of postsubiculum. Finally,
it is important to note that Swanson and Cowan distinguished
the postsubiculum from the presubiculum on the basis of the
postsubicular projections to the retrosplenial and cingulate cortices, projections they did not find for the presubiculum.
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Interactions of the directional and place systems
It is noteworthy that the efferent and afferent connections described for the postsubiculum do not include the hippocampus.
Therefore, any interactions between hippocampal place cells and
postsubicular head-direction cells must occur through multisynaptic pathways. One possible route for their interaction is
through the subiculum, which receives hippocampal inputs from
CA1 and, in turn, projects to the postsubiculum. It is also possible that interactions occur in the superficial layers of entorhinal
cortex, where postsubicular fibers terminate. Interestingly, it is
layer II of entorhinal cortex which gives rise to the perforant
path projection to the dentate, CA 1, and CA3 regions; all 3 are
areas where location-specific firing has been observed. It should
be noted, however, that the entorhinal cortex receives its inputs
from the superficial layers of the postsubiculum, and not from
the deep layers where head-direction cells were generally found.
Preliminary single-unit recordings from entorhinal cortex have
shown that many cells in layers II and III have a place correlate
(Quirk and Ranck, 1986), but do not contain a clear directional
signal (Quirk, personal communication).
Although it is not known how the postsubicular directional
system and the hippocampal place system interact, the existence
of an interaction is suggested by the presence of theta cells in
the postsubiculum. The theta modulation of the activity of some
postsubicular neurons is shared by cells in several limbic areas,
including the medial septal nuclei and the vertical limb of the
diagonal band of Broca (likely the theta pacemakers), and the
entire hippocampal formation (Ranck, 1973, 1975). The presence of theta cells in CAl, CA3, and dentate regions of the
hippocampus and in medial entorhinal cortex (Mitchell and
Ranck, 1980) is noteworthy because these are regions in which
place cells have been identified (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 197 1;
Rose et al., 1983; Quirk and Ranck, 1986; Muller et al., 1987).
It may be of fundamental importance that structures concerned
with the animal’s spatial relationship with the environment all
undergo synchronous modulations of excitability. In this context, it is interesting that theta generation in the hippocampal
formation is highly correlated with locomotion by the animal
(Vanderwolf, 1969). Although the ubiquity of theta cells and,
more generally, the theta modulation of limbic neuronal activity
is an important finding, the functional significance of the theta
rhythm and its generators remains unclear.
Comparison of head-direction cells and place cells
The functional properties of head-direction cells may be compared with those of place cells observed in the hippocampus.
When place cells are recorded in the same fixed environment
used in the present study, their firing is almost ideally locationspecific. Place cell activity is nearly independent of all variables
except the animal’s location (Muller et al., 1987) and in particular is independent of head direction in the cylinder (Bostock
et al., 1988). In the cylinder, therefore, the correlates of directional and place cell firing are independent, except as dictated
by mechanical considerations. The firing of head-direction cells
appears to be one dimensional, in the sense that it is determined
by a single parameter. The firing of place cells is 2 dimensional,
in the sense that it is determined by 2 parameters-the
X and
Y coordinates in the horizontal plane. It should be added, however, that place cells show an azimuth-specific firing component
when recorded from rats running on an g-arm radial maze
(McNaughton et al., 1983; Bostock et al., 1988; Leonard et al.,
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1988). In contrast, there is little evidence for location-specific
firing in directional
cells.
Place and head-direction
cells show no apparent trend for
neighboring
units to have some form of topographic
organization of the firing fields or preferred directions.
Knowing
the
location of the firing field of one place cell does not help predict
the firing field location of a nearby place cell (O’Keefe, 1976;
Muller et al., 1987). Similarly, knowing the preferred direction
of a head-direction
cell does not help predict the preferred direction of a nearby head-direction
cell. The firing of cells in both
classes is very reliable under constant conditions (cf. Muller et
al., 1987), and both types of cells show very high specificity for
their primary firing correlate.
The 2 cell types, however, differ in several important
ways.
First, hippocampal
place cells often have more than one firing
field within an environment
(Muller et al., 1987). In contrast,
no head-direction
cell was observed with more than one range
of elevated firing, even though some cells had 2 peaks within
that range. Second, the range of peak firing rates observed for
directional
cells (5-150 spikes/set) is wider than the range for
place cells (O-SO spikes/set). Third, the firing range ofdirectional
cells is consistently near 90”, about 25% of the range of possible
values. In contrast, the fraction of the cylinder occupied by place
cell firing fields is more variable, ranging between 0 and 50%
of the area (Muller et al., 1987).
The characteristics
of head-direction
cells discussed in this
paper are derived from recordings made in a fixed environment.
The question of how directional cells respond to changes in the
environment are addressed in the next paper (Taube et al., 1990).
These experiments
address the issue of sensory control over
directional
cell firing and permit additional
comparisons
with
place cells, since modifications
of place cell firing after the same
environmental
manipulations
have been described previously
(Muller and Kubie, 1987). Similarities
and differences between
the responses of the 2 cell classes to manipulations
of the cue
card and geometry of the apparatus are important because both
cells types appear to be involved with the animal’s ability to
navigate in its environment.
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